
NAKHCHIVAN PRIVATE UNIVERSITY 

 

 

Institution’s profile 

Nakhchivan Private University  (NPU) is established in 1999, on the base of ”Nakhchivan” 

University.  At present, NPU hosts 800 students in different programmes and grants diplomas and 

masters levels. 

 

Main programmes of study 

The programmes offer career prospects in the following sectors:  “ The Azeri language and literature” 

“History” “Journalism” “Finance and Credit”, "Accounting and Audit”, "Customs Organizations”, 

“Legal Regulations of Economy", "Higher Mathematics and Information science”, “English”, 

“Pedagogic and Methods  of  teaching of Primary Education”.  

 

The Masters programmes  

In “Azeri language and literature”, “Legal Regulations of Economy", "English" and “Pedagogic and 

Methods  of  teaching of Primary Education”.  

 

Researches 

Possibility of Researches “Economics”, “Finance”, “Pedagogic”,  “Psychology”, “History”, 

“Mathematics”  

 

Work placements are proposed to students; each year 72-80 percent of our students find  jobs after 

graduation. 8 students of them have jobs in abroad, especially in the US. Close partnership with the 

professional world. 

 

Location 

Nakhchivan, a medium-size city on the left side of the river Araz, close to Turkey and Iran borders. 

An hour’s flight from Baku and Ankara.  

 

Precise name of the institution: Nakhchivan Private University 

 

Type of institution : Private 

 

City where the main campus is situated : Nakhchivan 

 

Number of students : 800 

 

Training programmes in English : yes 

 

Postal address : AZ-7000,  Nakhchivan,  Babek mahallesi. Nakhchivan Private University 

 

Institution’s  website:  www.az-npu.org 

  



PROJECT ON “PREPARATION OF ENGLISH SPEAKING ECONOMISTS” 

 

Place—Nakhchivan  Private University (NPU), Azerbaijan. 

Author of the idea—Rector of Nakhchivan Private University, Prof, Ismayil Aliyev.  

Background of the idea—Dynamic progress of economy of the Azerbaijan Republic and its 

regions, its rapid integration to the world economy demands; a) to learn new economic management 

forms and methods from theoretical and practical standpoints very intensively, b) implementation all 

these to Azerbaijan economy efficiently, in order to put into effective life all mentioned above it 

needs a real requirements in economist specialists preparation having high scientific potential 

opportunity and able to master foreign languages. So that, English being spread all over the world, 

mainly occupying the leading  intercourse position in foreign economic relations and in business  

forums enable us to think of it as a real base.  

Project purpose—the purpose of this project is to establish a total teaching system able to 

embrace the personals   preparation to be ready to follow a daily promotion of new electronic 

information technologies and Internet, to follow the public and economic life of the countries 

developing independently.  

Pursuant to the standpoints of the project authors’ in the process of  personnel preparation on 

economy to teach some key subjects (mainly subjects having practical importance)  in English (or 

together with native language) can impact to learning the modern business atmosphere having priority 

significance  with lots of alternatives successfully.  

A modern businessmen must obtain the qualifications indicating his/her administrative ability 

as; a) to demonstrate his/her ability in one and some languages to the students trying to prove the 

necessity of it and assuring them that the path to this progress passes through high education are 

included  to the project by the authors as their initial in the eyes of rapid competition appearance in all 

spheres of public purposes and economic atmosphere as well as in education branch Nakhchivan  

Private University with the intend of having teachers and students exchange with foreign universities 

considers its implementation as the project having too strategic importance. It would be much more 

significant for the project authors to possess economist specialists able to protect the interest of 

Azerbaijan, the leading country in the Southern Caucasus, regardless wherever he/she be in the 

contemporary period when in the world, specially in Europe where the process of globalism steps 

rapidly, when European Union widens towards the East. 



In the example of Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic (NAR) it may sound well if considering 

Azerbaijan having borders with Turkey, the country intending to the European Union membership 

soon or late intensively then all these can influence on the project perspectives highly.  

The volume and total content of this project may sound too primitive for lots of people at first 

sight. But along with this, the authors of the idea have full confidence that if the project is accepted 

with full interest to it, then the ideas dreamed today will enable to prepare the best specialists at NPU 

in future, in short able to realize the dreams to reality. It must embrace the followings: 

• A specialist able to protect the national economic interest of his/her country as a 

citizen side by side with own interest as well. 

• A specialist in power to characterize the importance of the events happening in the 

world in global and local scale.  

• A specialist preferring to act against the tradition of administrative system by risking, 

able to think not only of today’s achievements but also for tomorrow’s perspectives.  

• A specialist able to seek business partners both in Azerbaijan and throughout the world 

and dare to offer own partnership respectively. 

• A specialist able to carry business talks with the partners skillfully and kindly. 

• A specialist able to value his/her partners in business relations.  

• A specialist able to understand his role in the process of managing and possessing the 

firm and be in power to discharge own duty and make demands in future.  

• A specialist able to make own career, by finding own future guarantee to understand 

his responsibility in training his followers and so on. 

Base of the project are considered the hopeful students having enough experience and 

personal qualities in both—economist specialists and personal teaching English at NPU. The spread 

educational experience like this in Turkey and Russia together with European countries  widely  and 

the probability of NPU teachers  mastering this project in a short time is a real factor to have full 

confidence of the project success.  

The need of the project is because of successful market economy uprising in Azerbaijan and 

inclusively in NAR within Azerbaijan, promoting of business activity and increase of foreign 

investors number in the country and regions. The project embraces the personnel preparation able to 

work in oil sector said to be leading in the economy of Azerbaijan and also in non-oil sector having 

the qualifications as: 

a) broad minded specialists;  



b) specialists able to decide individually; 

c) specialist possessing the accepted business culture in the world; 

d) specialist mastering the advantages of economic management compared with 

administrative one; 

e) specialist serious to personals and strict and far from red-taping; 

f) specialist having kind, sincere, patient character and able to justify the rights of own 

clients; 

g) national economist personals need appeared in the process of high  level management 

competition to master English deeply; 

The author of the project considers that by preparing English speaking economists 

by regular training it is possible to have specialists with the abilities stated above and to train 

specialists having interest in national economy development. By having economist specialists  

speaking English in his/her native land and aware of social and national specifities of his/her 

country can play a key role in solving too expensive manager problem for the foreign 

investors operating in the country. Besides this, specialists preparation having influence on 

economic development of Azerbaijan can also impact the education system of the country and 

market relations respectively.  

 

The tasks said to be urgent are; 

a) specialists being in power to explain the real picture of modern world economy to 

the economist students,  

b) specialists being in power to explain the urgency of free market economy for 

Azerbaijan, 

c) specialists being in power to entrust the students that either foreign hired 

employees or somebody else must be prepared  to  become  hopeful  personnels 

in the frame of new economic and administrative relations for having new 

thoughtful, successful, practical people.  

With that end in view NPU considers the followings as primary objectives; 

a)  to appropriate the experience of interesting partners in this field together with its 

existing potentiality, 

b) to prepare original curriculums due to this, 

c) to establish material and technical base 



The administrative staff of the university and the authors of the idea consider it is necessary to 

act coordinately together with teachers&students and the foreign partners would protect the 

project. This project would be the first in the academic branch in Azerbaijan may be aims and 

objectives with the intend of sharing with other educational institutions (possible with other 

countries) in case having positive results.  

 


